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 opera in London we are all grateful. At the

 same time, admiration of a successful manager

 does not blind us to the fact that there are still

 some weak points which should be made strong.

 In an ideal opera house the stage management

 is always careful, and pays attention to details as

 well as great and striking effects. No scenery falls

 about there, and no noisyvoices behind the scenes

 disturb the audience. There, also, no more work is

 undertaken than can be done efficiently, and no good

 men are turned out of the orchestra to make room

 for inferiors-. Above all it is therethat operas are

 chosen for production simply upon their merits, not

 because they are the work of So-and-So, or because

 social influences back them, or because some arrange-

 ment has been made. If Sir Augustus Harris can

 reform English procedure in these respects, we are

 prepared to salute him as the chief of all his kind.

 A NEW AMERICAN COMPOSER.

 THE most gratifying feature of the last twenty

 years has been the swift rise of a distinct English

 school of musicians. If our country has not pro-

 duced a world-famous genius during that period it

 has at least been cultivating the soil and preparing

 the way for that consummation. Until lately we

 could not say the same of our cousins on the farther

 side of the Atlantic. Commercial pursuits seemed to

 engross them utterly, leaving no room for the flowers

 of civilisation. But with the creation of a leisured

 class came the desire for art, and during the last ten

 years the Americans have made distinct progress in

 the cultivation of music. One great drawback they

 have to contend against, in common with Japan and

 other reconstructed countries their reliance upon

 outside help. The English composer of to-day is

 educated to excellent advantage in either of our great

 music schools, and then, as often as not, he takes a

 foreign tour to get himself well posted in contemporary

 doings. But the young American musician usually

 has but one idea of education-to go to Germany and

 study under Reinecke, Jadassohn, or Rheinberger.

 By this means he gets a sound tuition, no doubt, but

 not a trace of any individuality; in fact, it becomes

 a serious question for our practical neighbours to

 consider whether it would not be equally satisfactory

 (and certainly cheaper) to rest content with their

 large importation of ready-made German musicians

 and to cease from exporting raw material to have it

 sent back practically identical with the Teutonic

 article.

 These remarks are really inspired by a considera-

 tion of the latest (and perhaps the best) sample of

 the American-German composer. Mr. Horatio W.

 Parker, the subj ect of this article, was born in

 Auburndale, Mass., on September ISS I863, con-

 sequently he has just completed his thirtieth year.

 Like most of us, he owes his Erst steps in music to

 his mother, and he afterwards studied with Stephen

 Emery and G. W. Chadwick, names unfamiliar on

 this side of the ocean, though we have a vague idea

 that the latter gentleman is a composer of some

 experience. Mr. Parker then went over to Germany

 and received what is absurdly called " a finishing''

 from Rheinberger, at Munich. Here he wrote the

 usual symphony and overtures, which probably do

 not Egure upon his list of thirty-four published works.

 These, we understand, consist mainly of songs,

 church services, and organ pieces, so that the com-

 poser is evidently working in a department in which

 there is scope for a new and clever man. The work

 which has now brought him before the world is a

 setting, for voices and orchestra, of the Latin poem
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 " Hora Novissima," by Bernard de Morlaix, descrip-

 tive of the joys of the celestial country. It is

 familiar to modern ears as forming the basis of several

 of our best known hymns, such as " Jerusalem the

 Golden," " For thee, O dear, dear country," &c., but

 has not, as a whole, been musically treated hitherto.

 It contains thirty-Eve six-lined rhyming stanzas, and

 has only the drawback of uniformity of character.

 The difficult task of making a satisfactory English

 version which shall also Et the music has been fairly

 well surmounted by the composer's mother, a lady,

 we are told, of considerable culture and talents. The

 Cantata comprises eleven numbers, of which four are

 for solo voices. The choral writing is massive and

 effective; mostly in the solid harmony style of to-day

 but occasionally the composer shows that he can

 write counterpoint, and with taste too.

 No. I, a chorus of symmetrical proportions, begins

 in E minor with some sixty bars (Allegro) of intro-

 duction, giving an exposition of several phrases

 afterwards dealt with at length. Here is the real

 first subject; it has a distinct flavour of Brahms:-
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 There is also a very curious chromatic pedal passage

 which we hear several times in the work, but cannot

 regard it as a Leitnlotive-
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 The second subject, not so worthy, runs its brief

 course thus-
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 After due development and recapitulation we have a

 Cocla in the tonic major on a phrase which seems to

 have grown out of the foregoing; but a remarkable

 blemish here is a modulatory phrase which is so

 familiar to every ear as the Love motive in " Die

 Walkure " that we cannot understand why the

 composer allowed himself to use it.

 No. 2 does not call for much comment, it is a

 quartet which begins contrapuntally, somewhat after

 the style of writing usual with Dvorak, but it soon

 drops into solid harmony. Here a sequential phrase

 gives a rather unfortunate reminiscence of Gounod,

 but this is a small fault. We would draw the

 composer's attention to the very grateful contrast

 afforded by the vigorous rhythm of the Erst three

 bars of p. 24 after the monotony of the preceding

 portion. If only people would realise the importance

 of rhythmical variety ! This number concludes with

 an exceptionally charming cadence, in which the

 tenor has the principal part.
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 No. 3 is a bass solo, decidedly cD la Dvorak, on this

 subject-

 No. 4. Moderato
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 But after the first time the C sharp of the fourth bar

 is always C natural. Query: why not at Erst also?

 There is plenty of interest in the bass and accom-

 paniment and working-out of this, and shortly we get

 a second subject of a remarkable appearance-
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 This is terrible, but fortunately it is the last of the

 plagiarisms. No. 7 is a tenor solo of great merit. Its

 elaborate accompaniment makes us anxious to see

 the score, but not being able to do so we can only

 express our hopes that Mr. Parker has instrumented

 it more in the style of Gounod than Wagner, that is

 to say, that the counter melodies floating so sweetly

 in the upper octaves are more often allotted to the

 violins than to the wood-wind. If this be so, this

 number is a complete success. No. 8 we must decline

 expressing an opinion upon until we have heard it.

 It is a double chorus in rapid 3-4 time, a sort of

 Scherzo, not wholly independent of that in Beet-

 hoven's Ninth Symphony, and owing more than a

 little to Dvorak. The subject is perseveringly worked

 out, but of the effect one cannot judge at all on paper.

 No. g is an alto solo, and we must here declare

 that the four numbers for single voice are of greatly

 superior merit to the choral numbers. Perhaps this

 is the best of all, with its earnest chief subject-

 yo. 7.
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 which is treated as a new episode, and finally the

 two subjects appear together, and a good Coc{ con-

 cludes this earnest and impressive work. If we have

 seemed to lay some stress on the weak points, it is

 only to show how little after all there is to be said

 against our composer's Erst important essay. There

 are plenty of young men who can write music more

 irreproachable from a technical point of view, but

 very few who can write anything half as interesting.

 And we count as little the unoriginal bits we have

 pointed out when it can be said that scarcely any of

 the remainder is dull or commonplace. Of how many

 can we say even so much ? We do not yet perceive

 Mr. Parker's true self in his music, but that his next

 large work will tell us, and we look forward to the

 revelation with great interest. Meanwhile we should

 be very glad to hear a performance of " Hora

 Novissima " in London, and warmly commend the

 work to the attention of our nunzerous choral societies

 {) 1s

 in search of novelties.

 This is an instance of how a clever composer can turn

 the mere commonplace into something interesting by

 the cunning of his art. The music flows along quite

 naturally in bars of various lengths mostly 4 and 3

 alternately for nearly two pages, and we sSnd nothing

 forced or laboured about it.

 No. 4 is a sturdy chorus, consisting of an intro-

 duction and a fugue, with a partly independent

 accompaniment. It is well worked out, and comes

 to a powerful climax. We fail to see, however, that

 any good is gained by allowing the bass to make

 consecutive octaves with the treble, five bars from

 the end. F, A flat would have been far better in

 eSect than A flat, F.

 No. 5 is an interesting number, and is very near

 being great. Its faults are, ISrstly, inexperience, which

 causes the sections to stand rather too separate

 and secondly, unoriginality, the imitation of the Erst

 soprano solo in "The Spectre's Bride" being very

 apparent. Its melodic merits would be all the better,

 too, if it were not for that fatal phrase from " Die

 Walkure," which again intrudes itself.

 N o. 6 is a somewhat vague chorus with solo

 quartet, constructed largely from the materials of the

 opening number. The object of this is not clear, as

 the drift of the words is not at all the same. Towards

 the close occurs a most unaccountable reminiscence,

 which we cannot refrain from quoting here-

 No. 6. A llegro.
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 and its central episode of greatly similar character to

 our quotation No. 3, only better continued. We

 could spare the introductory bars, which seem

 rather aimless and out of keeping with the rest

 There is no time indication to this number, but we

 should guess it to be about M.M. J= 80.

 The next piece is a fugue in what is meant

 for strict style without accompaniment. Dryness

 is cleverly avoided here by some good effects of

 tiano and forte, and this number should serve

 well to show off the powers of a choir. The

 concluding eSort is very broad in outline and

 looks effective. The chief subject is a bold

 twelve-bar melody, treated for some little time

 fugally, though the wisdom of this is open to doubt

 as it only fills up space and tells one nothing. After

 a time the chromatic passage No. 2 turns up and

 ushers in the melody of the Coda of the opening

 number-

 No. 8.
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